Preservation of the limbal stem cell phenotype by appropriate culture techniques.
To evaluate the effect of several culture variables on clonal growth and differentiation of limbal stem cells ex vivo and provide an improved culture technique that supports preferential expansion and preservation of stem cells for therapeutic applications. Corneal epithelial stem cells were isolated from human limbal specimens and clonally expanded on a 3T3 feeder layer, followed by subcultivation of holoclones on fibrin gels. The effect of different limbal regions, enzymatic dissociation methods, and culture media supplemented with different calcium, serum, and growth factor concentrations on colony-forming efficiency, colony size, and colony density was compared. A panel of putative stem cell and differentiation markers was used to analyze the epithelial phenotype by morphologic and immunohistochemical methods. Limbal cells obtained from the superior limbus, isolated by a two-step enzymatic dissociation method (dispase II/trypsin-EDTA), and cultured in low to medium (0.03-0.4 mM) calcium concentrations with proper serum levels (10% FCS) and growth factor combinations (EGF, NGF) yielded the highest clonal growth capacity and an undifferentiated cellular phenotype. Subcultivation of holoclones supported the preservation of stem and progenitor cells in the basal layer of the fibrin-based epithelial sheets, as demonstrated by multiple molecular stem cell markers (p63alpha, Bmi-1, K15, and ABCG2), whereas increased calcium concentrations and air-lifting induced terminal differentiation and gradual loss of stem cells. The proposed culture system supports enrichment and survival of limbal stem and progenitor cells during the entire cultivation process and may be essential for long-term restoration of the damaged ocular surface.